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istinguished american classicist zeph stewart, who was the andrew w. mellon professor of the humani-ties
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107-08. thomas stearns eliot augustus thorndike, m.d. massachusetts general hospital ... - a member
of the harvard college class of 1919 and a 1921 graduate of harvard medical school, dr. thorndike spent more
than three decades caring for the growing population of harvard athletes, while serving as the chief of surgery
for the harvard university health service. he was a surgeon on the staff of the massachusetts general hospital.
dr. thorndike seemed unaware he was on the threshold ... history of hcorp: the harvard combined
orthopaedic ... - 1921–has had a long and rich history. in its 97 years, the program has been over-seen by
eight successive program directors, each of whom has had a strong com- mitment to education. more recently,
the harvard orthopaedic executive com-mittee has also provided input. faculty, residents, fellows, medical
students and program graduates have made significant contributions in orthopaedic surgery ... john winthrop
platner papers - webbrary.yale - 1904-1921 1919-1921 1921, march 18 scope and content born, lee, ma.
graduated yale college platner--2 graduated union theological seminary, new york european fellow, university
of berlin received a.m., yale college private tutor instructor in history of religion and apologetics, union
theological seminary assistant professor of ecclesiastical history, harvard college ordained (congregational ...
on the - harvard university - second quarter 2001 13 gence of feminism in the 1960s, and the social and
sexual revolutions of the 1970s. but no era of monumental social, political and economic change has a simple
explanation. medal of honor recipients from harvard university - a marine from harvard college was
awarded the medal of honor for his heroics in combat at vera cruz, mexico in 1914 as was a naval officer in
1916 who was deployed in the caribbean sea. during historical perspectives of the american association
for ... - he graduated with honors from harvard college in 1883 and from harvard medical school in 1887.
standing first in the house staff examination of mt. sinai in new york, he began his lifelong association with the
surgical services of that institution, rising rapidly to the rank of attending surgeon. in 1909 his growing interest
in thoracic surgery led him to join the surgical staff of bellevue ...
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